
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.1. Alumni Association Contribution to 
Institute 

 

                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Kalaprabodhini’s institute of Design has always emphasized on cultivating life skills & 
humanitarian nature into the students along with guiding them & making them focus on being highly 
creative, skillful & observant while they are completing the education. Going one step further, the 
graduated students or the pass out students of KPID & the higher authority of the institute together 
decided to form a committee named XPID for the welfare of the institute & students. The institute 
has got their registration done for the XPID committee into the alumni association. 

 

The main purpose behind forming such a committee is to increase the amount of interaction & 
knowledge sharing between the pass out students & the budding interior designers, who are still 
pursuing the education, so that, the students will be able to get the much needed guidance regarding 
how exactly the field of interior designing functions on a practical level in the world outside the 
institute. The overall ratio of efficient & enthusiastic interior designers produced by the institute 
increased as, now each student pursuing the degree will have a guide to look up to.  

To be a part of the XPID alumni committee one needs to fill up an entry form & complete the 
admission procedure by paying the fees. The committee works under the proactive guidance of the 
president & the president of the committee is in contact with the higher authority of the institute 
while taking major decisions or at the time of arranging events, meetings & seminars for the 
students. 

One of the main purposes of the XPID committee is to provide scholarship (financial funding) to the 
students who find it to be hard to complete their education because of weak financial condition of 
their family. Encouraging students to do more, be more efficient & how to present yourself into the 
professional world while executing your dreams & ideas into reality, while designing & executing 
their work, is the another goal of the XPID committee.  

The committee members provide guidance to the students who are willing to go for higher 
education/Masters. From how to prepare your professional portfolio to how to pass the entrance test 
to get enrolled into a reputed institute for pursuing post grad degree, students get to learn a lot from 
their seniors, the committee meeting is arranged once in 2 months for which students & the members 
are liable to attend.  

 

 


